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# COMMENTS FOR ROAD TO EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: DATE

1 I would have appreciated more diversity in the panel (not all from the same prominent
institution). Consider tapping into other ASL graduates from other institutions with other
positions such as Deans.

8/12/2022 10:22 AM

2 This is an incredibly important topic. The panel discussion was very helpful - consider adding
members from other institutions.

8/10/2022 9:17 AM

3 Apologies - I had to leave periodically and answer phone calls with my father in the hospital 8/9/2022 10:56 PM

4 More diversity in terms of institutions represented, as well as educational leaders working in
different types of institutions (university-based academic institutions, community hospitals,
private institutions, public hospitals, etc) would have been preferable. Also, many of the
scholars are already ACD/ CDs or APD/PDs and can help/ advise one another, so having
leaders in different roles such as Vice Chair of Education, Dean, CREOG/ UMEC leadership
roles, etc, would have been more helpful for this session.

8/8/2022 4:30 AM

5 Although I'm grateful the panel was able to be assembled, it was a little disappointing that 3
panelists were from the same institution and previous ASL grads - more diversity in
institutional experience and geographic representation would have been appreciated (thank you
Dr. Major for joining from west coast). A lot of us in this class are already CDs/PDs, so I think
we are wondering what could be next for us, and may have benefitted hearing more from
Deans, Vice Chairs and Chairs, since these positions are more sparsely represented in our
group. I appreciated being given time and tools to think about my core values and vision
statement, and plan to bring this back to my institution.

8/7/2022 12:06 AM

6 Enjoyed the content tremendously. Love how the exercises are so well set up and executed.
Both facilitators so good and allowing for discussion to the perfect length and depth and still
moving the session along to allow for the richness of that learning and still staying on task.
Inspirational topic and thought provoking. Excellent. Thanks.

8/6/2022 7:00 PM

7 Appreciated the time to consider a mission and values statement. The panel was well
moderated and in person attendance was primarily faculty from one institution (makes sense
given constraints of location, but would have been nice to have a wider variety of
perspectives).

8/6/2022 6:09 PM

8 This was a great topic to demystify the path to education leadership as it seems so incredibly 8/6/2022 5:14 PM
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smoke and mirrors when you are on the outside. Might have been helpful to have a bit more
diversity in educational pathways (many of the folks on the panel were from the same
institution so might be good to branch out a bit more and see how people at different places
navigated the education culture at their institution). But I really appreciated the ability to ask
questions that were relevant to us now to better figure out where to go.

9 I enjoyed the time for self reflection - a lot conferences presents us with ideas and homework
that I then never do. Giving us even 5 minutes really helped me focus and complete the work

8/6/2022 4:17 PM

10 Would have liked the panel to include a bit more institutional diversity. Also, might have been
more effective to have some 1:1 or small group mentoring opportunities based on our interests
in a variety of organizational leadership roles: APGO, CREOG, SASGOG, ABOG, ACOG, etc.
Like the "elevator talk" discuss and ready to have an "ask." Would have been nice to try to
create your own mission/value statement and homework to review those of your institution
prior to the session.

8/6/2022 3:39 PM

11 it was ok, I have done a lot of value identification exercises so this was nice to think about
again but the whole thing felt a nit too abstract but I realize that I am not sure how to fix it. I
think if there was a similar session in a business setting, there would have been more concrete
skills. It was very nice to attend, just not sure it was the best use of my time. The elevator
pitch exercise was good but give us pre-work to come up with a few topics that we want to
pitch (ex big ask and small ask). I would have liked to have some of us volunteer to present in
from of the whole group not just a colleague because then the faculty could give feedback on it
(since the co-scholars are not any more experienced than I am and thus could not give as
robust feedback as what the faculty could have). Alternatively, model an elevator pitch and
have us pick it apart as a large group.

8/6/2022 3:06 PM
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# COMMENTS FOR PRESENTATION OF EAP PROGRESS: DATE

1 Really really appreciated the opportunity to get feedback on my project but also get a sense for
what others are working on which creates alot of additional ideas

8/12/2022 10:22 AM

2 This was the best session yet and how I envisioned all of the ASL Scholars Program. We
should have sessions like this from the beginning of the course. From what I can see, many
attendees are comfortable with common topics (feedback), but was really looking at this
program to bolster research. There is also huge differences in APGO advisors and how much
help they have been regarding the research activities. All advisors should be equally
committed to scholarship and should have meeting individually and with their groups at in-
person sessions.

8/10/2022 9:17 AM

3 Dr. Learman was great. Very attentive interested and willing to teach/advise 8/9/2022 10:56 PM

4 Great session! Mixing the advising groups and getting new perspectives and feedback from
different classmates/ advisors was very helpful!

8/8/2022 4:30 AM

5 This was so helpful!! The small group format was terrific - I was inspired by others' projects,
and I received helpful feedback on my own project. I liked being in a new small group and
having a different advisor guiding this progress update. I think there were participants in my
small group whose ASL advisor is also the advisor assigned to our group during today's
breakout activity, so it may not have been as helpful to these classmates to review the same
material with their advisor again (vs having the perspective of a different more seasoned
medical educator). I wish we could do this again as a scheduled session between now and
when the final project is due.

8/7/2022 12:06 AM

6 Wonder if this section should have a N/A column to answer? Might have been helpful to have
assigned those groups earlier and sent out the abstracts to all of us and not just the advisors
to get us all a little more prepared before the session so we could just maximize the time
together with feedback and not reading the abstracts for the first time.

8/6/2022 7:00 PM

7 Dr. Learman's comments and moderation were very educational, engaging, and beneficial to
my learning.

8/6/2022 6:09 PM

8 Hugely helpful and motivating. I suspect this is going to help polish our projects a lot and the
small groups were inviting and collaborative.

8/6/2022 5:14 PM

9 This was great - thank you for the feedback! 8/6/2022 4:17 PM
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10 Was very grateful for the opportunity to run my project by a group and a facilitator. Would have
liked to have had the abstract drafts available earlier to provide more focused, thoughtful and
actionable feedback to the other group members. Looking forward to additional feedback.

8/6/2022 3:39 PM

11 None 8/6/2022 3:06 PM
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# COMMENTS FOR EVOLVING LEADERS: DATE

1 I liked long and short term goal setting with specific actions to achieve these goals,
appreciated the introspection required

8/12/2022 10:22 AM

2 I was taken aback by having to share our goals in a large group and not knowing who our cards
are going to. Seems like a better idea to prep people for these things.

8/10/2022 9:17 AM

3 Consider presenting earlier in the program so we can start utilizing these tools from the
beginning or second session

8/9/2022 10:56 PM

4 I liked being asked to think about my goals. I would've appreciated more upfront clarity on who
else would be looking at our written goals, and maybe some small group time to offer/receive
ideas about how to achieve goals.

8/7/2022 12:06 AM

5 enjoyed seeing the collective scores compiled into one place 8/6/2022 6:09 PM

6 Loved this. We so often are in the day-to-day rush that we miss the big long-term picture and
this was a really good and accessible way to access those goals.

8/6/2022 5:14 PM

7 Maybe a little more information on how we know what our brand is if it is the way we present to
people (how we are perceived). The exercise made me wonder how people perceive me - I'm
not entirely sure I know my own brand.

8/6/2022 4:17 PM

8 Would have like this to be a longer session with more discussion of the definitions or meanings
of the different strengths and how to leverage them. It was enjoyable though.

8/6/2022 3:06 PM
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Q6 Additional feedback/comments for ASL program:
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 I think 28-29 was too large a group. I realize there were reasons for doing this in this cohort
however a smaller size such as 20 would be much better.

8/12/2022 10:22 AM

2 I appreciated the racial and ethnic diversity on the panel. It was a little hard that the vast
majority of people were from one institution. Though I understand the challenge of getting
people to Annapolis.

8/10/2022 11:18 AM

3 Please give additional opportunities for our current class group to be part of the ASL planning
committee.

8/10/2022 9:17 AM

4 The panel felt very Johns Hopkins centric. It also felt similar to what we all are currently doing.
I think we all wanted to know what is possible after what we have already accomplished.

8/10/2022 8:51 AM

5 Thank you for your commitment to the program and giving it your all for the last in person
session. Would have been nice to have the advisors present.

8/9/2022 10:56 PM

6 Thanks for wrapping up a little early today. Recommend regular group photos for the next
class.

8/7/2022 12:06 AM

7 I so appreciate the changes and thoughtful approach you took to the curriculum. Nancy as the
leader was so wonderful. Thank you!

8/6/2022 4:17 PM

8 Really nice wrap up day! 8/6/2022 4:16 PM

9 About half of the scholars have not had a structured formal opportunity to meet with their ASL
small groups and/or advisor to discuss research up until this point. Would have loved to have
time to meet with ASL mentors and small group in person in March prior to CREOG APGO,
then set a date for another small group check in between then and the August meeting.

8/6/2022 3:39 PM

10 Please consider giving option of digital copies of books when possible and minimize the
printing. We all have our laptops and can access things like the abstracts if they are all sent in
a single email for example.

8/6/2022 3:06 PM

11 Amazing sessions this week. Learned a ton! Really appreciated collaborating around the table
about our research projects - wish I had this type of support, accountability, collaboration at my
home institution to help me with research.

8/6/2022 3:06 PM


